Top 10 Concerns With Vaccines

1. **All vaccines carry risks.** Some people have genetic mutations, most notably the MTHFR (Methylene-Tetrahydrofolate Reductase Enzyme Pathway Mutation), which dramatically impairs one's ability to detoxify. Preliminary research shows that these individuals have a higher than average risk for adverse vaccine events but more research is needed. Also children with [mitochondrial disorders](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7148855/) are also a vulnerable subset, yet the vaccine program does nothing to identify these children before vaccination. We are still using [1980's vaccination technology](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7148855/) in a 2020 world.

2. **Vaccines can include highly toxic and questionable ingredients.** Mercury and Aluminum, in amounts as small as nanomolar concentrations have been shown to cause damage at the cellular level, and many other ingredients are potentially problematic especially for sensitive individuals, such as formaldehyde, polysorbate-80, squalene, antibiotics, casein, egg protein, MSG, phenol, and others.

3. **In 1986, President Reagan signed into law the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (NVICP), protecting drug companies making vaccines from any and all liability for injury.** No other industry enjoys this kind of blanket protection, even though their products have been deemed "unavoidably unsafe" by Congress. How is it OK to "require" or even "mandate" a product for which legal recourse is limited and for which it is known to cause harm? According to [Health Resources and Services Administration](https://www.hrsa.gov/nvicp/), 6,313 claims in vaccine court have been compensated and 4 billion dollars has been paid in damages over the life of the program. Obviously, vaccine injuries can and do happen.

4. **The current vaccine schedule and cumulative effects have never been adequately researched or tested.** Robert F. Kennedy, Esq., a long-time advocate for vaccine-injured individuals, recently filed [legal action](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7148855/) against the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to address the fact that vaccine safety studies required by the NVICP have never been done. He won. [HHS conceded](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7148855/) that in the 30 years since the law was passed, they had not conducted research nor submitted a biannual report to Congress detailing the improvements in vaccine safety.

5. **Since the NVICP law was put into effect in 1986, the vaccine schedule has expanded greatly.** Recommendations for children used to include just seven vaccines in 1983 with a total of 22 doses, but by 2017 there were 14 vaccines for a total of 50 doses by the age of 6. Also in 2017, there were 16 different vaccines for a total of 69 doses recommended by age 18.

6. **Individuals respond differently to immune system insults, including vaccines.** The idea that only the unvaccinated spread disease is false. Tetyana Obukhanych, Ph.D recently stated regarding measles, “Even those who are vaccinated can spread the infection. Though they don’t have clinical measles themselves, 70% will have the infection, which they can possibly spread to others.” Dr. Obukhanych, author of *The Vaccine Illusion*, is an Immunologist who has worked in research at prominent laboratories affiliated with Harvard and Stanford Universities.

7. **Freedom to determine our own health care modalities must be preserved as a basic human right.** The National Institutes of Health knows this and has the Nuremberg Code on their website for good reason. The intent of the [National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7148855/) seems to be that if the government mandates that a person take a vaccine or any other medical intervention, they have a responsibility to ensure safety and take responsibility for casualties. But this is not being done by any stretch of the imagination. Vaccines also do not have to undergo
the same safety testing that drugs are subjected to. This does not equate to informed consent! Much of the data on vaccine safety that is collected, is "post-market", which means that we, and our children, are the experiment and the safety "test subjects".

8. **Fourteen of the 60 vaccines currently on the list of available vaccines from the CDC are made using aborted fetal tissue, which directly conflicts with religious values of many people.** These aborted fetal cells come from several different sources, including MRC-5 cells, normal human diploid cells, human diploid fibroblast cell cultures (WI-38), and human embryonic lung cell cultures.

9. **DNA foreign to the human body, from other living organisms such as monkeys, dogs, and chickens, is commonly used to create vaccines.** The effects of this have never been studied for safety, although studies are currently being done on the danger of insertional mutagenesis. This is the artificial creation of mutations, caused by exposure to foreign DNA fragments as it relates to vaccines.

10. **Two high ranking whistleblowers have come forward. Investigations are needed.** The first, Dr. William Thompson, a senior research scientist with the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) was one of the five original authors of the 2004 paper on the effects of MMR with regard to autism. He has admitted to Congress that he was involved in a cover-up where study parameters were changed after it became apparent that there was a statistically significant association between the MMR vaccine and autism, particularly in African American boys. Dr. Thompson's [confession and subsequent conversations](https://www.nvic.org) are available to any legislator by contacting U.S. Congressman Bill Posey (FL). Rep. Posey has asked Congress to allow Dr. Thompson to testify regarding this malfeasance, collusion, and corruption within the CDC, the very organization charged with securing public health, for over 4 years now. The second, Dr. Andrew Zimmerman is considered the world’s top pediatric neurologist in the field of autism research and was the star witness for the Department of Justice (DOJ) during the [Autism Omnibus Proceedings (OAP)](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NACBHtFMIIA&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0NI_JkoaddVJaqRww92jBmYajYaENebfx6AibGEMQN5HYQbfMqTn8ZI). The OAP consisted of over 5400 timely filed cases of vaccine injury resulting in Autism Spectrum Disorder diagnoses. Dr. Zimmerman’s testimony in the first case was that vaccines had not caused the child’s autism. After this case was heard, Dr. Zimmerman clarified his opinion to the DOJ attorneys that vaccines CAN cause autism in a subset of children with a mitochondrial vulnerability and that he did not intend for his first testimony to be a blanket statement for all children and all medical science. DOJ attorneys then told Dr. Zimmerman his opinion was no longer needed in “vaccine court.” But afterwards, his earlier testimony was used instead to determine the 5,400 claims of vaccine-induced autism. DOJ attorneys allegedly suppressed from the public this game-changing expert opinion paid for with our tax dollars. The highly unethical conduct by the DOJ and HHS co-conspirators directly influenced the Supreme Court of the United States 2011 decision in Bruesewitz v. Wyeth and directly affects every child in this country today. Since this miscarriage of justice, roughly one million children have been diagnosed with autism. An unknown percentage of these cases are the result of vaccine injury. As of 2015, the projected annual cost for autism in the U.S. was **$268 billion** and is expected to reach **$1 trillion** by 2025. These growing costs now fall on families and on taxpayers through the costs borne by local school districts, states and Medicaid.
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